†a) , Member and Jaakko ASTOLA †b) , Nonmember SUMMARY Decision diagrams are often used for efficient representation of discrete functions in terms of needed storage space and processing time. In this paper, we propose an XML (Extensible Markup Language) based standard for the structural description of various types of decision diagrams. The proposed standard describes elements of the structure common to various types of decision diagrams. It also provides facilities for storing additional information, specific to particular types of decision diagrams. Properties of XML enable us to define a standard that is flexible enough to be applicable to various existing types of decision diagrams as well as new types that could be defined in the future. The existence of such a standard permits efficient storage and exchange of data in decision diagram form between various software systems. In this way, it supports benchmarking, testing and verification of various procedures using decision diagrams as a basic data structure.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to describe an XML (Extensible Markup Language) based framework for manipulation and storage of decision diagrams for representation of discrete functions, including switching and multiple-valued logic functions as particular cases [17] .
A decision diagram is a data structure that permits efficient, in terms of space and time, representation of discrete functions [1] , [17] , [19] .
Various software packages use decision diagrams in some form. A large number of programs has been developed to enable different kinds of experiments with various decision diagrams, as reported in numerous publications on this subject, see, for example, [4] , [12] , [20] and references therein. The CUDD library is used in many applications as a standard in this area [18] , [19] . An extension of these methods to programming of decision diagrams for multiplevalued functions is done in [11] . Some other packages, for example, PUMA [4] and BEMITA [12] support work with various particular classes of decision diagrams.
However, most of these software solutions use propriatery, application specific format for storage of decision diagrams. In general they offer only limited possibilities of data exchange with other similar software.
Different applications of existing diagrams, as well as newly defined decision diagrams often require modifications of existing programming packages to appreciate their peculiar features [9] , [14] . In our best knowledge there is no commonly accepted standard for these specific tasks.
We propose a robust and flexible standard based on XML for storage and exchange of various types of decision diagrams.
The inherent properties of XML permit us to develop a framework flexible enough to encapsulate various existing forms of decision diagrams [1] , [5] , [9] . It also provides us with the possibility to further extend this standard in the future to accommodate new forms of decision diagrams.
The existence of XML parsers for all major programming platforms makes the implementation of this framework for any purpose easy.
Basic Concepts
We first briefly present basic notions of decision diagrams and XML that will be used in the following sections.
Decision Diagrams
Decision diagrams for representation of discrete functions are derived by reduction of decision trees through the application of a set of properly formulated reduction rules [1] , [17] , [19] . The rules for reduction of decision trees depend on the type of the decision tree in question [17] . In general, the reduction is performed by identifying identical sub-trees in the decision tree and only one copy of the sub-tree is kept.
Formally, a decision diagram is an acyclic directed graph consisting of nodes and edges that connect them. The topology of the graph is characterised by incoming and outgoing edges of each node. This information can be stored either in the form of one general conectivity matrix or attached to each node separately. The first approach is unsuitable for application with large graphs due to great amount of storage space it requires.
Each decision diagram has one root node representing the beginning of the directed graph, a set of non-terminal nodes and set of terminal nodes. From the point of view of a data structure, terminal nodes differ from non-terminal ones only in the fact that they do not have any outgoing edges.
Different types of decision diagrams are defined depending on the number of outgoing edges permitted per node, and other criteria [1] , [5] , [9] , [14] , [16] , [19] , [21] . Few examples of different decision diagrams will be disCopyright c 2007 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers cussed in Sect. 6 .
In this paper, we will focus on those elements of the structure that are common to all types of decision diagrams rather than on any particular type, which ensures universality of the framework and its applicability to various diagrams.
Basic Concepts in XML
XML [8] , [22] represents a special purpose markup language. It is intended for the description of formats for recording various kinds of data with a complex internal structure and possibly mixed information content.
Rather than trying to specify a rigid data structure for any possible kind of data, and for each particular application, XML specifies a simple set of rules that an XML based file format should use in order to be understood by XML enabled software.
Each XML document is a structured text, while the information it contains is presented in the form of hierarchically arranged elements. The type of elements and their internal structure is specified separately according to the syntax of XML rules.
XML Framework for Decision Diagrams
The XML framework proposed in this paper consists of several separate components. We will list and briefly describe the purpose of each of them. The structure of some of the components is explained in detail in later sections.
The main components of the XML framework introduced are:
1. XML Schema, a description of the structure of XML documents containing a decision diagram. 2. XML document representing the decision diagram created based on the XML Schema. 3. XML parser, a software component capable of reading and writing of decision diagrams according to specifications of the proposed XML Schema.
In the following, we describe in detail the first and most important component of the proposed XML framework.
The second component is in fact a simple XML document that conforms to specifications of the given XML Schema. We present and discuss in detail examples of XML documents for various kinds of decision diagrams in Sect. 6.
The third component represents the implementation of the described standard. The idea behind the whole XML framework for decision diagrams is that a developer of a software that uses and generates decision diagrams would make a module capable of importing and exporting its internal data structures in XML form according to the specification provided by the framework. This component is built on the basis of existing XML parser but its structure depends on the software platform and application it is a part of.
As noted above, XML parsers exist for all major platforms and programming environments [22] .
Data Structures for Representation of Decision Diagrams
The XML framework we propose is designed to represent decision diagrams purely as directed graphs. It focuses on the representation of decision diagrams in general, i.e., without imposing any restriction on the number of incoming or outgoing edges of each node. Furthermore, it does not deal with the process of reduction of decision tree or with the set of reduction rules applied. It describes the common structure that all the types of decision diagrams share. It also provides facilities for storage of information that is specific to a particular type of decision diagram.
To accommodate these demands, we propose the following data structure architecture.
Each node is represented as one entity storing the identificator of the node, the level in the diagram to which this node belongs and other type specific data i.e. the decomposition rule. Information about parents and descendants of each node is stored in the form of two separate structurally identical linked lists. Each element of such a linked list consists of two fields:
1. A pointer to the parent or child node related to the node in question, which represents a real link existing in the decision diagram. 2. A pointer to another field in the linked list which serves a function of internal navigation through the list.
Two such linked lists are created and attached to each node in a decision diagram, representing parents and descendants of that particular node as shown in Fig. 1 . The nodes themselves are also stored in the form of linked lists. Links between elements of these lists do not have any semantic meaning in the context of the decision diagram itself, but represent just means of accessing elements in the data structure. Figure 2 gives a better view of data structures discussed.
This architecture is identical to the standard way graphs are described in data structure theory. That permits us to use the standard well adapted and efficient algorithms for addition and removal of nodes, accessing elements of the graph, etc. It is also consistent with the usual way decision diagram have been represented in various previous applications aimed at dealing with them [14] , [18] , [19] .
XML Implementation
This section deals with specific XML implementation of decision diagram data structures described in the previous section. We use the mechanisms of the XML Schema system to specify the custom XML data types that correspond to elements of our architecture. The core element of the described architecture is a singular node of the decision diagram. In our XML schema specification we define a basic complex element type NodeType. The linked list of nodes is implemented through the use of a recursive declaration in this element type where each NodeType element has one nested element of the same type in its structure, i.e., the following element in the list of nodes. Each node element contains also two nested objects of PointType type which represent the links to the roots of parents and descendants linked lists.
The additional information about the node, i.e., the ID and the level to which node belongs are stored in appropriate attribute elements.
PointType elements are defined in much the same way. We use the same mechanism of nested elements to represent links in the linked lists as each PointType element of a linked list has one element of the same type as a nested object. This way of representing element links and hierarchy is native to XML and it is understood and supported by all XML parsers permitting us to use this mechanism to automatically generate corresponding data structures based on the XML document.
However, these links represent only the links that are a part of the structure we designed to represent a decision diagram and are not inherent to the decision diagram itself. The possible complexity of node connections in the decision diagram forces us to use another method. Each PointType element contains a field carrying the ID of the actual node to which the actual decision diagram link should point to.
These connections cannot be automatically stored or generated in XML and need to be reestablished after an XML document has been parsed. The main reason for this is the possibility of establishing a loop in the graph which would pose an impassable obstacle for any XML parser. Although closed loops are not permitted in acyclic directed graphs, there is no simple way of specifying this in terms of data structure itself since data structure theory does not make strict distinction between an acyclic and cyclic graph.
The control of this must be implemented separately during the process of creation of the decision diagram. The functions for reestablishing of the real node connections in the graph must also be implemented separately based on the XML parser.
The TreeType element represents a wrapper element whose task is to encapsulate the decision diagram structure itself and store the additional information regarding the nature of the decision diagram, i.e., the type of the decision diagram, number of variables, nodes, levels, edges, decomposition rules applied, etc. This element stores additional information either in the form of XML attributes or additional elements. Furthermore, not all of these features need to be specified in advance. Additional storage attributes or whole elements can be declared and included in each separate XML file. This feature can be used to adapt the basic system to work with special classes of decision diagrams. These additional attributes and elements can store any kind of data, scalar numerical values, vectors and matrices or string expressions.
For example, since edges of the diagram are stored explicitly in form of dedicated XML elements, additional attributes can be associated with each edge. This feature permits us to represent binary decision diagrams with negated edges, and further various types with attributed edges. In this way we can indicate complemented and weighted edges as encountered in Edge Valued Decision Diagrams (EVBDD) [10] , or Multiplicative Binary Moment Diagrams ( * BMD) [2] , [3] , and various related generalizations [6] . Software system will determine the way these edges are intepreted according to the value of the attribute 'type' specified in top level element of XML hierarchy.
We present an example of the edge element with aditional 'weight' attribute, as shown in Fig. 3 . Extensions to the decision diagram XML Schema can also be included. In this way, the XML framework can be specifically tailored for every application.
Examples of Application to Various Types of Decision Diagrams
In this section, we examine examples of various types of decision diagrams represented using the XML based framework presented in earlier sections. The general principle of application of the XML framework is explained first on a simple example of a Binary Decision Diagram (BDD). We then extend this discussion to the choice of decomposition rules used in generation of the decision tree by examining the use of XML framework on Kronecker (KDD) and Pseudo-Kronecker Decision Diagrams (Pseudo-KDDs). We then turn our focus to the non-binary types of decision diagrams, especially to Ternary Decision Diagrams (TDDs), and finally to Heterogeneous Decision Diagrams (HDDs) which represent the most general type of decision diagrams in terms of data structures [14] .
Binary Decision Diagrams
We have chosen to begin to illustrate the use of XML framework on binary decision diagrams for two particular reasons. Binary decision diagrams are the most common and widely used type of decision diagrams. Furthermore, they have a simple rigidly defined structure that is easy to examine and implement using the XML framework. A binary decision diagram is obtained by reduction of the Binary Decision Tree (BDT), which can be generated by the recursive application of the Shannon decomposition rule
We give an example of the function f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = x 1x2 ∨ x 2 x 3 with three logical variables. The corresponding decision diagram is shown in Fig. 4 . Since the variables are binary valued, the non-terminal nodes have two outgoing edges. The function takes also two values and, therefore, there are two constant nodes.
We can observe some of the important structural features of this diagram.
The number of variables in the function determines the number of the levels of the resulting BDD. The level attribute associated with each node object in an XML document, stores this information as it is very important for many tasks regarding BDDs. The same decomposition rule was applied at every node of the diagram, so there is no need to store this information explicitly.
The total number of nodes in BDD cannot be determined a priory only by examining the function. By definition, the number of outgoing edges for each node is always two for every non-terminal node. However, the number of incoming edges is not strictly defined and cannot be predicted based on the form of the function only. The flexibility of the framework we propose permits us to easily describe this kind structure. The linked list associated with each nonterminal node representing its descendants has exactly two elements. The number of elements of the linked list that stores the information about the incoming edges of the node will not be limited. One such list will be associated with each node both terminal and non-terminal. Figure 5 represents the structure of one non-terminal node and two linked lists associated with that node. The structure of a terminal node with a linked list that stores the information about its parents is shown in Fig. 6 . Terminal nodes of the diagram have one additional attribute field named 'constant' which holds the value of the logical constant associated with them. The root node of the decision diagram does not have parents and therefore will have only one linked list associated with it as can be seen in Fig. 7 . To illustrate this example better, we present the complete XML code representing this particular binary decision diagram: Note the absence of the <parents> sub-element in the root node (ID=0) and the <children> sub-elements in terminal nodes (ID=3, ID=4).
Shared Decision Diagrams
Multi-output discrete functions represent one of the most common classes of discrete functions present in practice. Usually this type of functions is represented in form of shared decision diagrams. It is, therefor, important to demonstrate how can this type of decision diagrams be represented using the proposed framework. More information about shared decision diagrams can be found in [13] .
We can imagine a single shared decision diagram as a set of mutually overlapping single output decision diagrams sharing the same inputs and parts of their structure. The main difference would be existence of several root nodes, each corresponding to one output. From the point of view of data structures the only difference between shared and single output decision diagrams is that shared decision diagrams have more then one root node, that is more than one node at the level 0.
The internal structure of XML documents is determined by organization of linked lists used to represent a BDD. One single node represents a head of the main linked list. It does not necessarily follow that that particular node is the only root of underlying decision diagram. Number of nodes on each level of the diagram is not in any way limited. The same applies to the level 0. Edges, the connections between nodes, are stored explicitly, and number of descendants and parents of the node is not limited. This number can be 0 for any node in the main linked list. Therefor the representation of shared decision diagrams fits naturally into the proposed framework. The root node of the linked list, top most node in XML hierarchy, is simply the first node from which processing of the diagram begins.
Consider the following functions,
These functions can be represented by a shared binary decision diagram shown in Fig. 8 . Data structures needed to represent this diagram are presented in Fig. 9 . Notice that nodes 1, 5, 7 are root nodes of decision diagrams corresponding to functions f 1, f 2, f 3. The starting point of data structure is node 1. The other two root nodes appear deeper in the linked list of nodes of decision diagrams. 
Kronecker and Pseudo Kronecker Decision Diagrams
In the previous examples, we have examined a decision diagram which was obtained by the recursive application of one decomposition rule, several times. It is just one particular example of a much wider class of bit-level decision diagrams. Bit-level DDs permit the use of two additional decomposition rules: Positive Davio decomposition and Negative Davio decomposition. We can define additional classes of bit-level DDs:
1. Kronecker decision diagrams (KDDs) where one of mentioned decomposition rules is chosen freely for each variable (level) of the decision diagram.
Pseudo-Kronecker decision diagrams (Pseudo-KDDs)
where the decomposition rule is chosen freely for each node of the decision diagram irrespective of other nodes at each level of the diagram.
In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , we give examples of one KDD and one Pseudo-KDD respectively. Notice that the basic structure of these diagrams is similar to that of the BDD we have presented. This fact is reflected in completely identical data structures that will be used to describe these diagrams in XML form. Our point of interest here is that the information about the applied decomposition rule cannot be transferred implicitly but needs to be specified explicitly in the XML file. We achieve this by associating the additional 'rule' attribute with each node element in our XML structure. This attribute can take any of the following string expression as valid values: 'Shannon', 'pDavio', 'nDavio'. Furthermore, additional expressions can be defined by the user as needed provided that there is implemented functionality to appropriately treat the elements with these values in a software system that integrates a version of our framework.
Each element of <parents> and <children> linked lists contains the attribute 'variables' which is used to explicitly state the name of the variable associated with each outgoing edge of a particular node. This feature is available for any type of DDs but it is explicitly used in the case of KDDs and Pseudo-KDDs since the nature of variables of outgoing edges depends on the decomposition rule applied at any given node. This attribute can take any valid string expression as its value, which can be useful when working with various types of multi-valued logic DDs where one edge can be associated with multiple values of a particular logical variable.
We present partial XML code with one typical nonterminal node from the previous two examples to illustrate the described properties: 
Decision Diagrams for Multiple-Valued Functions
All the previous examples share the same basic structure of binary decision diagrams. We used the KDD and Pseudo-KDD just to illustrate the way how additional information about the nature of the decision diagram can be attached to the basic structure.
In this section we demonstrate the ability of our framework to describe the types of decision diagrams with nonbinary structure, i.e., decision diagrams for multiple-valued functions.
We first examine Multiple-place Decision Diagrams (MDDs) for three-valued logic functions. As proposed in [15] , these diagrams will be called the Ternary Decision Diagrams (TDDs), and should not be mixed with the ternary decision diagrams for functions of binary-valued variables, which can be also represented by XML structure proposed in this paper. Figure 12 shows a ternary decision diagram. Since it represents a function with ternary-valued variables, nodes in this diagram have three outgoing edges. The function may take three different values and, therefore, there are three constan nodes.
The main constraint imposed on the structure of the TDD is the number of outgoing edges which can be maximum three for all the non-terminal nodes of the diagram. The main difference with the BDD in the first example is that here the linked list which stores the information about the descendants of this node will have three elements. The number of incoming edges to each node is unlimited as was the case with all previous types of decision diagrams, thus, we can use the identical data structure for this task. Figure 13 shows the structure of one non-terminal node in the TDD with associated data structures. We present a partial XML code representing the node number 1 in the previous example to illustrate the complex structure of children list associated with this particular node: We can note that here the set of valid values that the attribute 'constant', associated with each terminal node, can take, consists of three numerical values (0, 1, 2), which is consistent with the definition of TDD.
Another interesting point with this example is that the edge connecting the sixth node (ID=6) with the nonterminal node number 5 (ID=5) is associated with two values of the logical constant x1. The 'variables' attribute of the corresponding element in XML document is associated with a vector containing all these values (1, 2) and it is given in the form of a string expression. This feature permits us to avoid unnecessary declaration of two separate edge elements for two different values of a logical variable.
In this case we have used the TDD generated by the application of the generalized Shannon decomposition rule at all nodes of the decision diagram. However, this is just one class of bit-level ternary decision diagrams. All matters related to the freedom of choice of the decomposition rule discussed in examples with KDDs and Pseudo-KDDs apply here. These issues are addressed in the identical way through the use of the 'rule' attribute attached to each node in the diagram.
Finally, we examine the most general class of decision diagrams, the so-called heterogeneous decision diagrams [9] . Whit this type of decision diagrams, no constraint on the number of outgoing edges per each node exists. This number can, and usually does vary from a node to the node in the same diagram.
In Fig. 14 , we show the example of one such heterogeneous decision diagram. In this diagram the node for the variable x1 has 8 outgoing edges, four of them pointing to the constant node 0, three to the constant node 1, and an edge points to the node for the variable x2. This node has two outgoing edges.
The proposed XML framework is flexible enough to encapsulate even this type of decision diagrams. The information about outgoing edges of each node will be stored in the same kind of linked list with a unlimited number of elements as is the case of incoming edges whose number was not limited in all the previous examples.
The structure of one non-terminal node in a heterogeneous decision diagram with the attached linked lists is shown in Fig. 15 . The structure of terminal nodes in heterogeneous decision diagrams is identical to the structure in previous examples with the only difference that now the'constant' attribute can take any valid string expression as its value. The user can also exploit the 'rule' attribute attached to each of the nodes to specify the decomposition rule as needed in the same way as in the previous 
Efficiency Issues
In this section we adress the two important questions regarding the efficiency of the proposed solution, compactness of the representation in terms of the needed memory and required processing time.
Memory Requirements
Although the exact memory requirements for XML based representation of decision diagrams depend on the class of the decision diagram which is being represented and the amount and type of additional information that needs to be explicitly included, some general remarks can be made. Primary concerns driving the development of XML and all systems derived from it are flexibility and human readability.
XML documents are textual documents. Compactness of representation is not a strong point of any XML based file format. They might posses some memory overhead in comparison to any application specific binary format for representation of decision diagrams. There are two ways to somewhat reduce this problem. The first approach would be through use of some general lossless compression algorithm on final XML documents. Compressibility of XML documents is discussed in, [7] . The other, perhaps more desirable method would be through use of Binary XML, proposed new XML based standard. However, at the moment, this standard is still at the development stage. We expect to exploit its promissing features as soon as it enters full service. For further reference please see [23] .
Time Considerations
Another important issue regarding manipulation of decision diagrams is the required processing time. In the case of the framework proposed in this paper this question is related to a more general discussion of required processing time for large XML documents. As mentioned earlier, the third component of the proposed framework, the XML parser, is charged with the task of processing of actual XML documents. There is a number of factors influencing its time efficiency. Thoese are, the choice of software platform, the combination of operating system and programing language.
Second important factor is the architecture of the XML parser itself. XML as a standard, was designed with representation of very large amounts of data in mind. Two distinct XML processing architectures have been proposed by W3 Consortium, DOM and SAX. DOM represents a more robust platform permitting arbitrary modification of the structure of XML document. It does, however, require that the whole document is at the same time present in the memory of the system. On the other hand, SAX provides a mechanism for reading and processing of XML documents in sequential manner. It requires only a part of the document to be present in the systems buffer at a time. Hence, SAX model is likely to be faster and require less memory. Furthermore, a very large decision diagram could be continuously streamed from source application to the destination application and processed on the fly. Processing time is determined by the choice of the processing architecture. A potential user is presented with a choice of two architectures and can select the one which better suits his particular application.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have pointed out the lack of a standard for storage and exchange of data represented in the decision diagram form. We have presented an elegant and efficient solution based on XML.
The inherent properties of XML permit us to develop a framework flexible enough to encapsulate many various existing forms of decision diagrams [17] . It also provides us with means to further extend this standard in the future to accommodate new forms of decision diagrams.
The existence of XML parsers for all major programming platforms would make the implementation of this framework for any purpose very easy.
The possibilities for practical applications of a standardized framework are numerous. For instance, it permits exchange of generated and possibly optimized diagrams between various applications. Another application of this framework would be to convert some of the optimal forms of decision diagrams of the standard benchmark functions in the XML based format [16] in order to make the task of evaluation of results of various applications easier and more accurate.
Furthermore, if a logic function can be in the minimal form represented with its optimal decision diagram, only that decision diagram needs to be stored and transmitted. This feature of decision diagrams can yet prove to be of great value for future applications. This solution could be linked on various levels with other members of the broad XML family, such as SVG and MathML. This would provide various new possibilities interesting primarily for scientific workers in this field. For example instant rendering of a decision diagram in SVG vector format, for example.
